A vector-sensor consisting of a monopole sensor collocated with orthogonally oriented dipole sensors is used for direction of arrival (DOA) estimation in the presence of an isotropic noise-field or internal device noise. A maximum likelihood (ML) DOA estimator is derived and subsequently shown to be a special case of DOA estimation by means of a search for the direction of maximum steered response power (SRP). The problem of SRP maximization with respect to a vector-sensor can be solved with a computationally inexpensive algorithm. The ML estimator achieves asymptotic efficiency and thus outperforms existing estimators with respect to the mean square angular error (MSAE) measure. The beampattern associated with the ML estimator is shown to be identical to that used by the minimum power distortionless response beamformer for the purpose of signal enhancement.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the classical problems in the realm of acoustical signal processing is direction of arrival (DOA) estimation. This is a major component of the source localization problem, which besides DOA estimation also includes range estimation. Applications of DOA estimation include such areas as surveillance, navigation, and tracking. In many specific examples, such as automated steering of cameras, knowledge of the DOA (without range) is sufficient.
Various factors such as reverberation, and noise originating from the sensors, from directional interference, or from the ambient environment often impose complications upon the estimation of DOA. The current paper is concerned with nondirectional (isotropic) noise, which may result from internal sensor noise or external diffuse noise. Estimation of DOA in reverberant environments and the resulting bias, have been investigated 1, 2 in the context of an intensity-based algorithm. Conventional approaches for DOA estimation utilize an array of pressure sensors, which have been distributed at different locations. The present paper deals with measurements obtained by an acoustical vector-sensor, which consists of four collocated sensor elements: One monopole receiver and three orthogonally oriented dipole receivers. In practical terms, the monopole is produced by an omnidirectional microphone and the dipoles are obtained from sensors measuring particle-velocity, which are appropriately scaled. 1 Vector-sensors based on microelectromechanical systems technology, which measure particle-velocity, have become available. 3 An alternative approach 4 uses measurements from closely spaced pressure sensors to approximate the spatial derivative of the sound-field in a given direction, which possesses dipole directivity. Incorporation of delays between sensor elements has the effect of producing a monopole component, which allows for the creation of any first-order beampattern. Combining spatial derivatives with different orientations enables steering of the beampattern. 5 Although the approach of differential approximation does not require novel sensor devices, it is known to suffer from high white noise gain, accentuating the importance of efficient performance in the presence of noise. Furthermore, the accuracy of a spatial derivative requires that the distance between sensors be small with respect to the acoustical wavelength 6 (d ( k). At high frequencies this assumption fails, leading to distorted beampatterns. Hence, in the design of a differential vector-sensor the distance d must be set within an upper bound, which limits distortion at the highest frequency of interest to acceptable or negligible levels. 7 The present paper assumes a single vector-senor with ideal monopole and dipole beampatterns operating on a wideband signal and is not tied to any particular method used to obtain these beampatterns.
A brief comparison between conventional array processing and vector-sensor processing reveals several insights. A vector-sensor provides more information than a pressure sensor as it contains three dipole channels in addition to a monopole channel. Hence, an array of N vector-sensors can achieve better performance than a conventional array of N pressure sensors. 8, 9 Likewise, a given level of performance may be attained with fewer vector-sensors. A conventional array requires ample spacing between multiple elements, whereas a single vectorsensor can accomplish spatial processing with a compact configuration. Furthermore, the performance of conventional arrays is highly dependent upon signal frequency; this is not the case for a single vector-sensor (where by design d ( k). Due to these attractive characteristics, the use of vector-sensors for signal processing has recently garnered considerable interest.
On the other side, the performance of a single vectorsensor is somewhat limited. For example, the maximum directivity index (DI) attainable with a single vector-sensor is limited to 6 dB. 8 With a conventional array, higher DIs are attainable, although this typically requires use of additional sensors and additional space. As a single vector-sensor is subject to inherent limitations, it is important to determine the precise extent of its capabilities.
In this respect, the seminal work of Nehorai and Paldi 10 pertaining to DOA estimation with vector-sensors is particularly significant. They define the mean square angular error (MSAE) criterion for evaluating estimation performance and then compute the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for an array of vector-sensors operating in a scenario with uncorrelated Gaussian source and noise signals. Their work led the way to further research in the realm of signal processing with vector sensors. Studies pertaining to signal-processing with a single vector-sensor has been conducted with respect to DOA estimation, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] beamforming, [15] [16] [17] and communication. 18, 19 Nehorai and Paldi 10 proposed two different algorithms for DOA estimation with a single vector-sensor (under the names Intensity-Based Algorithm and Velocity-CovarianceBased Algorithm) and evaluated their performance by calculating the MSAEs. Neither of the algorithms achieves the CRLB. In a previous study, 20 a DOA estimation method based on a search for the direction of maximum steered response power (SRP) was proposed by the authors (similar to that of Ref. 21 in the context of conventional arrays). Algorithms mentioned in earlier works 10, 22 were shown to be special cases of the proposed maximum SRP method. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that with a suitable choice of parameter one may obtain a DOA estimator, which approaches the CRLB. However, it was not clear in advance (i.e., without prior testing), which choice of parameter would be optimal.
The current study proposes a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation scheme for determining DOA with a single vector-sensor. In general, ML-DOA estimation with an array of sensors entails an unwieldy maximization problem. In the present case, it is shown that the obtained estimator is equivalent to a specific realization of the maximum SRP method. Maximization of SRP for a single vector-sensor can be performed with a computationally inexpensive algorithm. 20 Although the maximum SRP method with an arbitrary selection of beampattern parameter is suboptimal, the specific realization relating to ML estimation corresponds to an optimal selection of beampattern and attains the CRLB. It is further demonstrated that the minimum power distortionless response (MPDR) beamformer (from the field of signal enhancement and spectral estimation) shares the same beampattern. Thus, the complementary problems of DOA estimation, which involves maximization of power through beam steering, and MPDR beamforming, which involves minimization of power by beam shaping, meet on common ground. Both problems admit identical beampatterns to yield an optimal solution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the DOA problem is described in detail and the MSAE measure of accuracy is defined. In Sec. III, the ML estimator is derived and presented in terms of the sample covariances pertaining to the different sensor elements. Section IV describes how the ML estimator relates to DOA estimation by means of a search for the direction of maximum SRP. Similarly, an affinity between the ML estimator and the MPDR beamformer is shown. In Sec. V, the performance of the ML estimator is presented in terms of MSAE and is compared with the estimators proposed in Ref. 10 . Finally, Sec. VI concludes with a brief summary.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
A signal propagates through space from a source toward a receiver in an anechoic environment. Our objective is to determine its DOA, which is represented by the unit vector u that points from the receiver to the source. The signal originates in the far-field and may be considered to be a plane wave at the location of the receiver. Based on the received measurements, a DOA estimateû (also being a unit vector) is produced.
A. Vector-sensor specification
The vector-sensor consists of a monopole sensor element, which is collocated with three dipole elements. The measurement of each sensor element can be expressed as
, where D is a directivity pattern, s[n] is the signal, e[n] signifies additive noise which may possibly induce error, and n represents discrete time. The monopole directivity pattern is uniform D mon ¼ 1, and the dipole directivity pattern is:
where q is a unit vector representing the orientation of the dipole. The dipole character of the latter expression follows directly from the definition of an inner product. The dipoles are oriented along the Cartesian axes:
In the sequel, the monopole measurements will be represented by p[n] and the dipoles measurements by v½n ¼ v x ½n v y ½n v z ½n Â Ã T (corresponding to pressure and scaled particle-velocity from which these quantities may be obtained). From the previous discussion, the measured signals can be expressed as
where e p [n] is the additive monopole noise,
is a vector comprising the additive noise of the three dipoles, and i 2 x; y; z f g. Substituting the pertinent values, one obtains
B. Characterization of signal and noise
The signal s[n] and noise components e p ½n, e v ½n are assumed to be independent identically distributed joint Gaussian processes. They have zero-mean and respective variances of r . Furthermore, the processes s½n, e p ½n, e v x ½n, e v y ½n, and e v z ½n are all assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. The above-presented noise properties can be described succinctly as
where 0 jÂk and I jÂk , respectively, represent zero matrices and identity matrices of the designated dimensions, and d ½ represents the Kronecker delta function.
Scenarios in which such noise characteristics can arise, comprise of settings containing internal 10 sensor noise and isotropic ambient noise. 23, 24 Reverberative environments, do not subscribe to these characteristics, 1 and are not discussed in the present study.
The levels of internal sensor noise can be obtained from offline measurements. For ambient isotropic noise, it is known 23 25 or a minimum mean-squared error noise tracking algorithm. 26 
C. Quantities for assessing estimation performance
The accuracy of DOA estimates can be evaluated by the angular error (AE), which is the angle by whichû deviates from u, defined formally as 10, 27 AE 2 sin
where Á k k is the Euclidian norm. The rate of convergence to the true value is described by the MSAE, which is defined as 10, 27 MSAE lim
where N is the number of discrete time instants measured. In the sequel, MSAE is presented in decibel units in order to facilitate comparison between different estimators and different scenarios.
III. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
In this section, we derive the probability density function (pdf) for sensor measurements taken over the course of N separate time instances (0 n N À 1). We then determine the parameter u, which corresponds to the maximum value of the pdf. This value of u, which we callû ML , is the ML-DOA estimator.
Let y[n] be defined as the concatenation of monopole and dipole measurements: y½n ¼ ½ p½n v T ½n T . Substituting with Eq. (1) and using the specifications of Sec. II B, the value of the covariance matrix C ¼ Cov y n ½ f g can be derived as 
where the omitted off-diagonal elements are to be taken as zeros. Also, according to the specifications it is assumed that y½n and y½m are statistically independent for n 6 ¼ m. Hence, the pdf of y½n for 0 n N À 1 is
In order to obtain the maximum likelihood DOA estimation, we must find a feasible u that maximizes Eq. (6), that iŝ
The pdf (6), which we wish to maximize with respect to u, contains the matrix C, which is dependent on u; all other terms are independent of u. This matrix occurs twice and in two guises: First in the form of a determinant, and then in the form of a matrix inverse. The decomposition of C into simpler elements facilitates the solution of Eq. (7). We can write
Þ is a diagonal noise matrix and
T is a rank one signal matrix. The signal matrix C s can, in turn, be expressed as the outer product bb T of the column vector
Therefore, we can write the covariance matrix C as
The determinant C j j ¼ C e þ bb T can be evaluated through the matrix determinant lemma 28 as
j j is independent of u. Furthermore, the second multiplicand may be reconstructed as
which is also independent of u. Consequently, C j j is constant with respect to u.
Therefore, optimization problem (7) can now be converted into an equivalent form as follows:
by applying a logarithm to the target function of Eq. (6) and eliminating constants. The inverse matrix C À1 ¼ ðC e þ bb T Þ À1 may be reformulated through the matrix inversion lemma 29 as
The first term C À1 e is independent of u and the denominator of the second term is independent of u, as well [see Eq. (10)]. Thus, Eq. (11) can be modified to the equivalent,
The target function (i.e., the term in curly braces) of Eq. (13) can be reordered as
and cast into block matrix form as
wherer pp ,r T pv , andR vv are the respective sample-averaged second moment terms,
Discarding the constant N and performing the block matrix multiplication, Eq. (15) 
We produce a more convenient form by dropping the term r À4 e pr pp , which is a constant (with respect to u) and subsequently multiplying by ðr (13) and is expressed as
where
Maximization of T ML (u) subject to the unity constraint,
yields the maximum likelihood DOA estimator defined in Eq. (7). The significance of the constant a 0 defined in Eq. (18b) is addressed in the following section.
IV. MAXIMUM-SRP DOA ESTIMATION AND MINIMUM POWER BEAMFORMING
In this section, we present an alternative approach for DOA estimation that is based on steering a given beampattern toward the direction providing maximum SRP. The ML-DOA estimator is shown to be tantamount to a particular instance of this approach, which selects the optimal beampattern. Afterwards, we demonstrate a relationship between the ML-DOA estimator and the MPDR beamformer.
A. DOA estimation by steering to direction of maximum SRP A first-order beamformer, which consists of a weighted sum of monopole and dipole elements, produces the following signal:
where u b represents the look direction, and the parameter a determines the proportionate weight of the monopole and dipole components. Note that Eq. (20) has been formulated such that the response in the look direction is constrained to unity. Furthermore, requiring that a 2 ½0; 1 ensures that the response in the look direction is maximal. The beampatterns produced by the above-mentioned arrangement are known as limaçons. The specific choices of a being 0, 0.5, and 1, respectively, produce dipole, cardioid, and monopole patterns. The power of a received signal 1=N ð Þ P NÀ1 n¼0 y 2 b n ½ is dependent on both a and u b . When a is held constant and the look direction is steered toward the true DOA, the average power tends to increase. Using this observation, a maximum-SRP DOA estimatorû MSRP , which is dependent on a can be defined aŝ
It can be shown 20 that the target function (term in curly braces) of Eq. (21) can be cast into an equivalent form as follows:
If we choose a ¼ 0, the beampattern is shaped as a dipole, andû MSRP ð0Þ coincides with the eigenvector ofR vv corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. 30 Nehorai and Paldi 10 presented an estimator identical toû MSRP ð0Þ under the name À Þ andû MSRP ð0Þ. Furthermore, with a properly chosen, the resulting MSAE was seen to approach the analytically derived 10 CRLB. However, it is not immediately apparent which value for a will produce optimal results.
Comparison of Eqs. (18a) and (22) reveals that the target functions T ML (u) and T MSRP (u) subscribe to the same form. Specifically, T ML (u) is essentially the target function of a maximum-SRP DOA estimator where the beampattern parameter is a ¼ a 0 [as defined in Eq. (18b)]. Thus, the maximum likelihood DOA estimatorû ML amounts to a special case of the maximum-SRP DOA estimator. The uniqueness of this case lies in the fact that ML estimators possess the property of asymptotic efficiency, 32 and thusû ML achieves the CRLB.
B. Minimum power distortionless response beamforming
We now consider a somewhat different problem in the realm of spatial signal processing, which is the problem of signal enhancement through beamforming. DOA estimation and signal enhancement may be viewed as complementary problems. Namely, noise inhibits the estimation of DOA in the former, whereas in the latter the DOA is known and the goal is elimination of noise.
We now describe the problem of signal enhancement through beamforming in more detail. Consider a scenario in which the direction u is known. The goal is to estimate s[n] as a weighted combination of the available measurements, i.e.,ŝ
The measurements can be represented as y½n ¼ hs½n þ e½n, where h ¼ ½1 u T T is the array-manifold corresponding to the correct DOA, and e½n ¼ ½e p ½n e T v ½n T [see Eq. (1)]. The estimate should maintain a unit signal response while containing minimal power (and hence reduced noise). 33 More formally,
The well-known solution 34 to Eq. (24) is
Applying Eq. (25) with the pertinent values for C and h produces
where a 0 is given by Eq. (18b). Substitution of Eq. (26) into Eq. (23) yields an output signal as follows:
The MPDR beamformer of Eq. (27) conforms to the mold of Eq. (20) with the look direction u b specified as u (the true DOA) and the shape parameter a specified as a 0 (the optimal parameter for maximum-SRP DOA estimation). This result can be interpreted as a duality between maximum-SRP DOA estimation in which power is maximized [Eq. (21)] and MPDR beamforming in which power is minimized [Eq. (24)]-both cases obtain optimality with the same shape parameter.
It should be noted that, in general, the direction of maximum SRP of an MPDR beam-former and the ML-DOA estimator are not identical. 35 The equivalence exhibited previously results from the particular structures of the noise matrix C e and the array manifold h. A similar result can also be shown to hold in the case of a narrowband far-field source received by an array of monopole sensors with a corresponding diagonal noise matrix.
V. PERFORMANCE
The accuracy of the various DOA estimators may be gauged by their MSAE. In Ref. 10 32 Consequently, the MSAE of u ML ¼û MSRP ða 0 Þ is that described in Eq. (28c) .
In order to compare the performance of the different estimators, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to produce sample MSAE values. For each test, a total of MC ¼ 100 000 DOA estimation scenario trials were created. The procedure used is as follows: First, a DOA u was generated on a random basis. Afterwards, the source and noise signals s[n], e p [n], and e v [n] were drawn from independent zero-mean Gaussian distributions with respective variances r 3), and after the completion of the MC trials these results were used to calculate the sample MSAE. In Fig. 1 the results of three such simulations are presented. The solid curve represents the maximum-SRP DOA estimation and the dashed line represents the CRLB term described in Eq. (28c). Particular points of interest are also marked: The analytically calculated MSAE values of dipole and nearmonopole algorithms [Eqs. (28a) and (28b)] are marked, respectively, by a diamond and by a square. The five pointed star represents the sample MSAE of the ML estimator.
Examination of Fig. 1 clearly demonstrates the advantages of using an ML estimator over other maximum SRP estimators in terms of reduced MSAE. The MSAE of the dipole and near-monopole estimators are represented by the upper outward tips of the maximum-SRP curve (at a ¼ 0 and a ! 1 À ). At intermediate values of a, a reduction of MSAE is obtained. The minimum of the curve occurs at a ¼ a 0 , which corresponds to the ML-DOA estimator. The MSAE of this estimator coincides with the CRLB indicating asymptotic efficiency.
The best selection of parameter a and the reduction in MSAE obtained therefrom is highly dependent upon the power levels of signal and noise components pertaining to a particular scenario. For example, in Fig. 1(a) 
The optimal parameter is a 0 ¼ 0.65, which achieves the lower bound MSAE CRLB ¼ 9:97 dB. This improves upon MSAEû MSRP ð0Þ ¼ 12:723 dB and MSAEû MSRP ð1 À Þ ¼ 10:926 dB. In Fig. 1(b The optimal beampatterns pertaining to the aforementioned cases are plotted in Fig. 2 . The look direction is taken as 0 and the polar curve corresponds to received power (i.e., the amplitude response squared). It should be noted that the beampattern determined by Eq. (18b) is independent of signal power r the limaçon is a cardioid. This is depicted in Fig. 2(a) , which is subcardioid (a ¼ 0.65), in Fig. 2(b) , which is supercardioid (a ¼ 0.25), and in Fig. 2(c) , which is cardioid (a ¼ 0.5).
To further illustrate the relationships between estimation performance and signal and noise power levels, a number of scenarios are listed in Table I . First, we note that multiplication of the three parameters (r ) by a common scaling factor has no effect on estimation performance [Eqs. (28a)-(28c) are invariant to scaling]. Hence, a scenario can be specified by the two signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
corresponding to monopole-SNR and dipole-SNR, respectively. For each scenario of Table I , the monopole-SNR and dipole-SNR are listed. The MSAE is calculated forû MSRP (0),û MSRP (1 À ), andû ML according to (28) , which provides analytically derived values. The optimal beam-pattern parameter a 0 used to produceû ML is calculated according to (18b). Finally the reduction in MSAE attainable by use of the ML-DOA estimator is presented under the column entitled "ML-gain." We define this as the relative improvement in MSAE afforded by the ML-DOA estimator with respect to the better of the two estimatorŝ u MSRP ð0Þ andû MSRP ð1 À Þ, or more formally as the following ratio:
The SNR parameters as well as the different MSAEs and the ML-gain are all given in decibels (dB). The first two rows (a and b) correspond to the cases presented in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) , respectively. The rest of the chart refers to various scenarios in which the monopole SNR is À10, 0, and 10 dB, [corresponding to poor SNR (rows c-f), moderate SNR (rows g-j), and high SNR (rows k-n)]. Each of these cases is examined for situations in which the difference between the monopole and dipole SNRs are 10, 0, À4.77, and À10 dB. These relationships correspond, respectively, to cases where dipole noise dominates, dipole and monopole noises maintain equal power, monopole noises dominate, and the noise is of an isotropic nature 23, 24 with a 3:1 ratio (4.77 dB). [Note that row d corresponds to the case presented in Fig. 1(c) .]
Several observations are illustrated in the tabulated scenarios, which may be divided into three cases. ) (c, g, k) then the optimal beampattern is nearly monopole (a 0 ¼ 0.909), and the ML-gain indicates only a minor improvement. (3) However, when the monopole noise and dipole noise are of equal value (d, h, l) or of similar magnitude (a, b, e, i, m), then the optimal beampattern is not a near-monopole or near-dipole (but rather lies somewhere in between). In these scenarios, higher ML-gains are possible depending on the SNR levels. For high SNRs (e.g., scenarios l and m), all three estimators exhibit roughly the same performance and the ML-gain is negligible. This is also evident from the fact that the parenthesized terms, which distinguish Eqs. (28a), (28b), and (28c), all equal unity to a good approximation. Conversely, for modest and especially for low SNRs, a more significant ML-gain is possible (e.g., scenarios d and h). The supremum of ML-gain [i.e., the supremum of Eq. (29) Figure 3 illustrates the ML-gain for different SNR parameters. The three curves depict ML-gain as a function of dipole SNR and correspond to monopole SNRs of À10, 0, and 10 dB. The ML-gain exhibits sharp peaks when the dipole and monopole SNRs are equal. Peak level values increase as SNR decreases.
In practical applications, the current state of particlevelocity sensors is not mature in comparison to conventional pressure sensors, which are well established. Hence, dipole noise can be expected to dominate in devices containing particle-velocity sensors. With respect to isotropic noise originating from the environment, monopole noise is stronger than dipole noise with a 3:1 ratio, 23 is not a valid description). The optimal beampattern parameter is a 0 ¼ 0.25 admitting a tangible ML-gain
VI. SUMMARY
In this work we proposed a maximum likelihood-based DOA estimator for a single vector-sensor in the presence of an isotropic noise field. Vector-sensors provide more information about a given sound field than conventional pressure sensors do. Thus, incorporation of vector-sensors in signal processing applications can yield enhanced performance. Whereas a single vector-sensor is inherently directional and can be used for DOA estimation, an unidirectional pressure sensor lacks this quality, and multiple sensors are required for the aforementioned task.
The proposed ML estimator is a specific realization of the maximum-SRP DOA estimation with an optimal choice of beampattern parameter. In an earlier contribution, we showed that the family of maximum-SRP estimators generalizes two previously proposed estimators (namely, the Intensity-Based Algorithm and Velocity-Covariance-Based Algorithm) and can surpass their performance in terms of MSAE. These estimators can be calculated in a computationally inexpensive manner. However, it was not clear which member of the aforementioned family obtains optimal performance. In the current work we showed that the ML-DOA estimator constitutes the optimal choice of beampattern and achieves the CRLB. The beampattern of the ML-DOA estimator is shared with that of the MPDR beamformer. This immediately suggests the possibility of performing DOA steering in conjunction with signal enhancement under a joint framework.
The improvement in MSAE, which is attainable due to ML-DOA estimation, is dependent on the monopole and dipole SNRs of each particular scenario. The improvement is most pronounced in low SNR scenarios in which the monopole and dipole noise levels are of similar magnitude. The ML-gain is bounded by a supremum of a 3 dB improvement. 
The proposed iterative algorithm is based on the principle of gradient ascent. The gradient of the target function is
Starting with some initial vector u b 0 , a perturbation in the direction of the gradient tends to increase the value of the target function. As the perturbed vector is likely to violate the unity constraint in (A1), normalization is performed after each perturbation. The algorithm can be conveniently initialized with the Intensity-Based Algorithm u b0 ¼r pv =r pv ¼û MSRP ð1 À Þ. Alternatively, the initial vector can be set as a normalized combination ofû MSRP ð1 À Þ andû MSRP ð0Þ. The algorithm can be set to terminate either after a fixed number of steps or when the change induced by the current step is less than a given threshold: u b current À u b previous 2 < 2 . The algorithm is summarized in the schematic entitled Algorithm 1. 
Interestingly, Eq. (A1) can be cast as an inhomogeneous eigenvalue problem ð1 À aÞR vv u b þ ar pv ¼ ku b , which is addressed in Ref. 36 . This issue is beyond the scope of the current contribution.
